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INV ITED
P A P E R

From Hierarchical to Open
Access Electric Power Systems
To operate large power grids under stress, model-guided decisions based on

economic and policy feed-forward and feedback signals as well as

technical signals may be needed.

By Marija D. Ilić, Fellow IEEE

ABSTRACT | In this paper the modeling, monitoring, and

control of electric power systems are presented from the point

of view of large-scale dynamic systems. First a summary of

current hierarchical operations is given, together with an

assessment of the underlying assumptions. Next, the challenge

of operating electric power systems over very broad ranges of

system conditions is presented as an open sensing, estimation,

and control problem. The latter part of this paper is motivated

by fundamental technological and organizational changes.

These are requiring a shift from hierarchical to multilayered

open access modeling, monitoring, and control paradigms for

large complex electric power systems. A vision of a novel

information-based multilayered Dynamic Energy Control Pro-

tocols (DECPs) framework for facilitating evolution into open

access just-in-time (JIT) and just-in-place (JIP) electricity

services of the future is presented.

KEYWORDS | Corrective control; differentiated quality of

service (QoS); hierarchical control; just-in-place (JIP) electricity

service; just-in-time (JIT) electricity service; model structure;

multiscale dynamics; preventive control; state-space models of

electric power systems

I . INTRODUCTION

Electric power systems are generally viewed as systems
designed long ago with standardized equipment and well-

understood functionality. A general perception is that

there is very little opportunity for improvements relative

to the innovations taking place in some other systems. In

this paper we suggest that it is actually essential to in-

novate since the system is expected to serve electricity

according to qualitatively different paradigms than those

for which it was designed. As a matter of fact, major

challenges and opportunities arise from the need to utilize

new technologies, such as sensing, communications, com-

puting, and control in order to meet newly evolving system
requirements. Their systematic deployment for well-

understood performance challenges the state-of-the-art in

large-scale dynamic systems. We attempt to substantiate

these statements with the contents of this paper.

We start by emphasizing the systems nature of the

problem and the underlying engineering principles. In

order to identify new needs and explore potential benefits

from deploying less traditional technologies, it is essential
first to understand the systems aspects of current operating

and planning paradigms of large-scale electric power grids.

One way to proceed is to consider the basic features of

their architecture. Such understanding is critical for pos-

ing the problem as a complex engineering system with

well-defined performance objectives, as well as for un-

derstanding how these objectives are attempted in today’s

industry. This approach, furthermore, helps to identify
when the system may fail to perform. Section II is written

with this concern in mind. Section III summarizes the

overall performance objectives of today’s industry. Next, in

Section IV, a general dynamic model is presented based on

the local characteristics of system components and

network constraints. Section V follows with the definition

of an underlying structure-based model essential for con-

ceptualizing principles of today’s hierarchical monitoring
and control. A systems approach is taken here to capture

the complexity of the dynamics ranging over vast time

horizons in response to the drivers, such as exogenous

inputs and disturbances, short-term feed-forward and

feedback signals, and new candidate technologies. A brief

summary highlights frequently used dynamic models and
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the assumptions implied in these models. In preparation
for discussing the potential of novel technologies, we

review current decision making tools and the computer

architectures underlying traditional supervisory control

and data acquisition systems (SCADAs). A structure-based

modeling from Section V is next used in Section VI to

formalize today’s hierarchical monitoring and control

principles, such as the multiplicity of time scales, sepa-

rable spatial layers, and primary, secondary, and tertiary
feedback control in electric power systems.

Once the basic principles of today’s monitoring and

control are formalized, the rest of the paper is devoted to

two major challenges. First, in Section VII, the challenges

seen in operating electric power systems under stress

are described. This is followed by an assessment of the

effects of measurement, estimation, and communications

schemes on the types of models needed in order to at-
tempt at least partial automation during abnormal op-

eration. Modeling is an important aspect of the changing

industry; in the past much of the modeling and analysis

was done assuming hierarchical data structures. The

process of mapping data into used and useful informa-

tion is greatly dependent on the measurement structure

in place. We further recognize that system control can

be vastly different depending on the types, location, and
logic of sensors and actuators placed on the system.

Basic controllability and observability characteristics of

the power grid depend to a very significant degree on

the sensors and actuators placed throughout the complex

power grid, as well as on the performance objectives of

various power grid users and the grid operators and

designers. The structure-based modeling framework used

in the first part of the paper is suggested as a possible
means of identifying the minimum information required

to monitor and control power grids during abnormal

operating conditions when the hierarchical models of

today are not adequate. Related challenges and oppor-

tunities are summarized for the changing electric power

industry in Section VIII. The changes are technological,

organizational, and more broadly, structural. We high-

light that representing interactions between decision
makers in the changing industry could be viewed as an

outgrowth of the structure-based framework used in the

first part of the paper. Questions concerning information

exchange between predominantly distributed decision

makers are posed by further generalizing the notions of

interaction variables. Much the same way as in today’s

industry, interaction variables play a fundamental role in

defining the interplay between the various industry
layers. What is new is that the boundaries of the layers

are no longer fixed, and could vary over time as the

objectives vary. Moreover, the interaction variables are

generally heterogeneous, and could be technical and/or

economic/policy in nature.

While one of the prime objectives of automated power

grid control is to keep its operations stable in face of fast

hard-to-predict disturbances, it is important to view the
objectives of decision making for a complex power grid as a

more general problem. In particular, future electricity

service requirements will be more widely distributed

across different classes of users and providers. This varied

distribution leads to differentiated reliability services,

which are qualitatively different than in the hierarchically

managed industry. The emphasis is on the key role of

modeling, monitoring, and control for facilitating pene-
tration of the most promising technologies to implement

differentiated quality of service (QoS). We present our

novel idea of incorporating economic and policy feed-

forward and feedback signals, in addition to the technical

signals, and designing Dynamic Energy Control Protocols

(DECPs) [41]; such DECPs are needed for the distributed

decision makers with their primal variables to internalize

the effects of others by exchanging the dual variables in an
iterative way, both with respect to time and organiza-

tional boundaries. We illustrate these performance

objectives for several key evolving industry architectures

and candidate technologies. Only a more systematic view

of power grid dynamics will lend itself to assessing the

potential value of various power electronic-switched

technologies, generally referred to as flexible ac trans-

mission systems (FACTS), fast measurement and proces-
sing sensors such as phasor measurement units (PMUs),

as well as demand response technologies, including

dynamic pricing, and the new distributed generation

(DG). Finally, in Section IX we close by suggesting

several open research and development problems. Since

the future industry is likely to rely increasingly on just-in-

time (JIT) and just-in-place (JIP) services, frameworks for

their implementation present a major challenge to the
present state of the art in large-scale dynamic systems.

II . BASIC PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE OF
TODAY’S ELECTRIC POWER NETWORKS

Electric power systems are very large-scale electric power

networks interconnecting sources of electric power

(generators) to the points of power consumption (loads).
The interconnection has evolved over time to meet the

needs of an ever growing demand for electricity. Several

key drivers have shaped the basic topology of today’s

systems, such as: 1) large power plants, often remote

from load centers; 2) utilities supplying their customers

without depending much on the neighboring utilities;

and 3) utilities interconnecting for reliability reasons, to

help each other during major equipment failures.
Consequently, the electric power grid has several

voltage levels, converted from one to the other by step-up

and step-down transformers [91]. This has led to an extra-

high-voltage (EHV) meshed transmission backbone net-

work, and distribution (local) lower voltage networks

closer to the power consumers. Local networks are typ-

ically radial in structure. Shown in Fig. 1 is a sketch of
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this inherently hierarchical structure with respect to

voltage levels present in a typical electric power in-

terconnection, such as the Eastern Interconnection in the
United States. Generators, denoted by circles with

wiggles, are connected to the subtransmission or lower

voltage transmission portion of the interconnection. They

are further connected via step-up transformers to the

EHV transmission network so the power is transferred

long distance at as high voltage as possible to reduce

transmission losses. Closer to the end users are placed

step-down transformers connecting the EHV network
to the substations and transforming back to lower volt-

age levels to supply consumers down to the residential

houses.

This physical network is structured both vertically and

horizontally with respect to the operating objectives. To

start with, a large regional interconnection, such as the

one in the eastern United States, is horizontally structured

into many utilities with their own objectives of supplying
customers with reliable and economic electricity. Red

circles in Fig. 1 represent boundaries of these utilities.

Each utility is furthermore vertically integrated into a

single owner and operator (control area) of its own

generation, typically located in the same geographical area,

and the transmission and distribution networks all the way

to the customers. The EHV and HV subnetworks utility
subnetworks are meshed and sparse, while the local

networks are radial during normal operations. Local net-

works often have normally open switches (NOSs) which

close to supply customers from different power sources

during equipment failures. There exist also fairly weak

connections at the EHV and HV levels between various

utilities for reliable service during large equipment

failures. It has generally been more economic to rely on
neighboring utilities for sending power via these tie-lines

at times when utilities lose some of their own power.

III . PLANNING AND OPERATING
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES OF
TODAY’S ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

The overall objective of traditional electric power system is
simple: minimizing total cost subject to reliability con-

straints. The implementation of this objective is complex

when viewed as a single problem of decision making for

very large-scale dynamic systems. The industry attempts to

Fig. 1. Current electric power architectures.
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optimize the expected costs of serving customers subject
to a variety of constraints, such as system dynamics and

many input and output constraints. This is done for hard-

to-forecast demand characteristics of the end users and

the uncertain system equipment status. Moreover, the

ownership of a typical electric power grid is distributed

among different utilities with their own subobjectives

making the objectives of the entire interconnection even

more difficult to meet.
It is striking that the existing and changing structures

of electric power grids have evolved with very little

reliance on formal systems control principles. Instead,

various assumptions have made the design and operations

manageable by the engineers themselves, without their

always having to rely on very detailed modeling and

analysis. This creates an interesting challenge in its own

right, as one wishes to explore the potential of more
systematic sensing, communications, computing, and con-

trol for predictable performance and more diverse

electricity services of the future. Essentially, it becomes

necessary to take a step back, pose the problem, and un-

derstand often implied assumptions made in today’s

operating and planning industry practices. A large portion

of this paper is devoted to these tasks.

Possibly one of the most difficult challenges in de-
veloping effective software tools for the electric power

industry is thinking about the problem as a stochastic

dynamic problem evolving at vastly different rates. The

very question of conditions under which the single prob-

lem can be decomposed into simpler subproblems when

the objective is long-term optimization under uncertain-

ties subject to short-term operating constraints makes

this problem a singularly perturbed stochastic control
problem [6], [48]. A possible approach to work one’s

way through this very difficult problem is to decompose

the problem into:

• functions which require feed-forward scheduling

and

• functions which require feedback design.

This separation makes it possible to review today’s prac-

tices and, ultimately, to assess potential problems and
opportunities for improving.

A. Feed-Forward Decision Making in
Today’s Industry

Consider an electric power network with n nodes

whose net generation/demand is controllable and the

remaining nd nodes whose power injections are uncertain

load demands.
Historically, utilities have viewed load demand as

uncertain system input; various forecasting methods have

been developed for forecasting hourly, daily, weekly,

seasonal, and to a lesser extent, annual cycles in load

demand changes. Power systems operations and planning

have been carried out with the main objective of supplying

this forecasted demand. Decisions concerning investments

in new generation and transmission, and their scheduling,

can be formulated as a control problem by representing the
uncontrolled portion of the load as an uncertain distur-

bance PLðtÞ, and the controllable portion of the load

demand (including its responsiveness to change in the

price of electricity) as a negative, controllable generation

[89].1 The representative load demand characterization

and its periodicities are shown in Fig. 2 [18].

The corresponding cumulative probability (load dura-

tion curve) is shown in Fig. 3. Based on these figures, one
can observe at least three periodicities relevant for our

problem formulation. Depending on the optimization

period T of interest, one can model demand as a

diffusion-type process characterized with different load

duration curves (probability distribution curves).

For instance, if one is interested in the short run

demand, e.g., hourly load fluctuation P hour
L , the load

demand model could be represented as a diffusion process
of the form

dP hour
L ¼ � �; P hour

L

� �
d� þ �dW� : (1)

Similarly, the diffusion model for seasonal demand could

be modeled as

dP season
L ¼ 1

"
�

�

"
; P season

L

� �
d� þ 1

"
�dW� (2)

where " ¼ 1=2160.

The coordinated scheduling and planning problem is a

combined problem of short-term least-cost generation
scheduling and investment in new generation and

transmission to balance uncertain load demand deviations

ranging from hourly through seasonal and long-term. If

one were to formalize the objectives of operations and

1This amounts to replacing the social welfare criterion with con-
trollable cost; it is straightforward to include price-elastic demand as an
active decision variable if desired [85].

Fig. 2. Total electricity demand for 1997 in the NEPOOL area.
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planning as a single decision making problem this would

become a very high order stochastic dynamic optimization

problem with a possible mathematical formulation as

follows [89]:

min
IT

l
;IG

i ;Pi

E
X

i

ZT

t0

e��t ci t; PiðtÞð Þð Þdt

8<
:

þ
X

i

ZT

t0

e��t CG
i KG

i ðtÞ; IG
i ðtÞ; t

� �� �
dt

þ
X

l

ZT

t0

e��tCT
l KT

l ðtÞ; IT
l ðtÞ; t

� ��
dt

9=
; (3)

subject to:

dKT
l

dt
¼ IT

l ðtÞ (4)

dKG
i

dt
¼ IG

i ðtÞ (5)

IT
l ðtÞ � 0 (6)

IG
i � 0 (7)

Fl PGðtÞ; PLðtÞð Þ � KT
l : 	lðtÞ (8)

PiðtÞ � KG
i : �iðtÞ (9)

fspot

Xn

i¼1

PiðtÞ �
Xnd

j¼1

PLj
ðtÞ

 !
¼ d
ðtÞ

dt
: (10)

The optimization period T corresponds to the longer of two

time intervals over which the generation or transmission

investments are valued. 
ðtÞ, KG
i ðtÞ, and KT

l ðtÞ are state
variables and represent price of electricity, generation, and

transmission capacity, respectively. The control variables

are the rate of investment in transmission capacity IT
l ðtÞ,

the rate of investment in generation capacities IT
GðtÞ, and

the injection of power at each node Pi ¼ PGðtÞ � PLðtÞ. The

uncertain portion of the load at nodes are disturbance

inputs PLðtÞ ¼ ½PL1
ðtÞ 
 
 
 PLnd

ðtÞ�. The control is bounded

by the set of constraints and the line flows are output
variables limited by the network congestion constraints

KT
l . A set of Lagrange multipliers is associated with each set

of constraints.

Note: In this formulation, the process of balancing

total generation and demand is represented with consid-

eration of the evolving electricity spot markets, and it

assumes that the market clears at (economic) equilibrium.

In this sense, (10) represents the daily spot market price
dynamics. This highly simplified formulation is used to

stress the fact that even the daily market-clearing process

should be viewed as a dynamic process in composite

operations and planning decision-making, see [79].

This problem formulation, in spite of its apparent

complexity, captures many well-known tradeoffs relevant

for the efficiency of the power industry. First, the

discount rate � reflects the time value of money.
Everything being equal, it is better to spend money now

than later. Thus, the investment timing balances the

tradeoff between the costs and benefits over time.

Second, this formulation shows that different technolo-

gies at different locations can be used to produce power.

Thus, for a given load duration curve, the ratio between

variable costs and capacity costs for each of these

generation resources determines the optimal pattern
and mix of generation. Third, generation capacity can

be substituted for transmission capacity. The main

tradeoff between saving on generation costs and investing

in transmission capacity is also encapsulated in the

problem. The level of transmission capacity is not based

on the maximum yearly flow. A tradeoff between the

costs of congestion when some line flow limits are

reached and the costs of transmission capacity must be
considered. Finally, the stochastic formulation reflects the

value of dynamic investment under uncertainties [14].

B. Preventive Approach to Managing Uncertain
Equipment Status in Today’s Industry

In addition to the demand uncertainties, utilities

face a tremendous challenge and high costs because of

their obligations to serve customers reliably for at least
30 minutes following any single major equipment fail-

ure; this is according to the industry guidelines defined

by the North American Electric Reliability Council

(NERC) [57]. Regional utilities have cooperated when

adding new equipment in order to ensure that the region

as a whole operates reliably. Time consuming off-line

simulations of regional systems are carried out to

Fig. 3. The load duration curve constructed from NEPOOL data

of 1997.
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simulate the worst case scenarios and to create lists of
critical forced outages. Contingencies leading to fast

transient instabilities [66], nonrobust response to small

deviations in states, parameters, and inputs away from

nominal [76], and occurrence of uncontrollable voltage

collapse [15] are found and preventive adjustments of

thermally limited power transfers are made in order to

ensure that during such forced outages no problems of

this type take place.
A typical industry approach has been to perform off-

line studies to tighten the control and output constraints

within which the system would be allowed to operate

during normal conditions. The premise is that in case a

fault occurs, there will be no dynamic problems and,

therefore, no immediate dangers from time-critical pro-

blems. Therefore, feed-forward decision making in electric

power systems for scheduling available resources assumes
that transitions from one to the next schedule are stable.2

There are usually several stability-limited interfaces in

each region. A combination of local dynamic control and

and additional constraints on some outputs are used to

prevent unstable operation for typical loading conditions

and the worst case equipment failures. The results is

suboptimal use of system-wide resources during normal

conditions so that in case the worst case contingency
happens, there is no dynamic problem. The industry refers

to this practice as preventive control. Preventive control

should be contrasted with corrective control which can

result from near real-time solution of the full stochastic

dynamic optimization problem. Some forward-looking

utilities have begun development of numerical tools for a

more corrective approach to ensuring stability in electric

power systems during major equipment failures, and are
probabilistic in nature [53], [80].

C. Temporal Decomposition of Planning and
Scheduling Functions

The coupled scheduling and planning formulation

(3)–(10) is obviously complex because it poses operations

and planning as a single optimization problem evolving at

the same time t. In reality, however, the process of
scheduling supply to meet demand in operations typically

happens much faster than the rate at which investment

decisions are made. This observation is the basis for

solving the two subproblems as if they were decoupled.

To formally introduce these two subproblems, one can

assume that the short-term (weekly, daily, or hourly)

decisions are made each week ½W�, day ½D�, and hour ½H�,
and investment decisions are made each season ½TS�. The
problem defined in (3)–(10) can then be restated as an

optimization problem subject to multirate discrete-time
processes using techniques introduced in [22], [89]. Even

with this temporal decomposition, both short-term

generation scheduling and planning problems remain

truly stochastic optimization problems, and as such are

computationally very challenging. Computer methods

used today for such scheduling routinely convert these

stochastic problems into static deterministic optimization

problems, such as unit commitment methods for turning
power plants on and off [7], [64], and constrained eco-

nomic dispatch methods for adjusting power generation

scheduling of units which are on [19]. These methods

amount to large-scale nonlinear programming problems

which are generally further simplified by being converted

into linear programming problems. The most effective

methods are based on solving the dual instead of the

primal optimization problem resulting in Lagrangian
coefficients �iðtÞ, 	lðtÞ reflecting control and line flow

limits, respectively. These are known in the changing

industry as shadow prices [67], [85]. Important for the

comparison with the open access approach is to observe

that these Lagrangian coefficients are obtained by solving

a single centralized optimization problem of a bundled

generation and transmission provision.

D. Feedback Control Functions in Today’s Industry
Given today’s preventive control approach to managing

large equipment failures by intentionally reducing allow-

able regions of operation to avoid time-critical events, and

relying on human operators to carry out certain predefined

procedures, the role of automation has been rather limited

in large-scale electric power systems.

One way to summarize feedback control performance
objectives is by keeping in mind the basic horizontal

organization of a large electric power system into utilities

and power pools. Utilities (control areas) are expected to

schedule sufficient power to supply the forecast load and

the preagreed upon net power exchange with the

neighboring utilities.

Hierarchical automation is comprised of a primary

(equipment) and secondary (utility) level. At the primary
component level, local controllers are tuned to stabilize

very fast and small supply/demand imbalances around the

forecast demand and the corresponding feed-forward

generation schedule. At present they are tuned for what

may be considered the worst case scenario and are gen-

erally not adaptive to major changes in system conditions.

A striking exception to this is the Hydro-Quebec multi-

modal power system stabilizer (PSS).
At the utility secondary level, control areas are

expected to regulate slower, quasi-stationary supply and

demand deviations by means of automatic generation

control (AGC) [9]. AGC in the United States is the basic

mechanism for balancing supply/demand among utilities

in an entirely decentralized way. The area control error

(ACE) is a weighted sum of frequency deviations in control

2Note that the optimization problem stated above does not have
dynamics of the system response as a constraint. This formulation implies
that system dynamics are stable as scheduling and investment planning are
done. This approach is critically assessed later in Section VII.
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area, and deviations in net power flow exchanges, between
the control area and its neighbors.

The AGC principle is an effective engineering concept

based on the fact that the quasi-static frequency is the same

in the entire interconnection [69]; therefore, decentra-

lized feedback implemented by each control area for

responding to these frequency deviations contributes to

the overall supply/demand balancing in the interconnec-

tion. Independently from where the imbalance is created,
it can be regulated in response to a single observable

variable, system frequency.

At present, the scheduled net tie-line flows are based

on agreeing with the neighbors regarding what these

should be. The power scheduling for forecast demand is

done by each control area scheduling internal power plants

to meet the forecast demand in the area and the targeted

net flow exchange with the neighboring control areas.
However, there are no ways to enforce that the actual tie-

line flows are what the schedules attempted, and there is

consequently so-called inadvertent energy exchange (IEE)

between each control area and the rest of the system. The

IEE is a combination of actual tie-line flows deviating from

the scheduled tie-line flows and the cumulative fast

deviations of tie-line flows from the schedules. Cumulative

frequency deviations are controlled by means of time-
correction-error control at one power plant in the entire

interconnection [73].

We stress here that most of the operating practices are

defined and standardized to a large extent for meeting the

real power and frequency criteria. The operating and

control practices for voltage and reactive power schedul-

ing and control vary largely with the utility practice,

much more so in the United States and less so in some
countries in Europe [8], [33]. Coordination of real and

reactive power scheduling and control practices remains

largely a fundamentally open problem. This is discussed

in some detail after the introduction of the necessary

models.

E. Hierarchical Information Structure
in Today’s Industry

At the early stages of electric power network evolution,

sensors, controllers, and protection relays were based

mainly on local measurements. Their set points were

either preprogrammed for the forecast demand, and/or

were adjusted by the human operators as the loading varied

over time.

After the first major blackouts in the early 1960s, the

electric power industry recognized the need for more
near real-time monitoring of their systems. Conse-

quently, all major U.S. utilities have built their energy

management systems (EMS), also known as the control

centers, and have implemented a supporting SCADA for

processing data and coordinating commands to manage

power generation and delivery within the EHV and HV

(bulk) portion of their own electric power system [86].

SCADA is the fundamental monitoring and control
architecture at the control area level. Moreover, several

regions formed electric power pools to operate and

manage several utilities in the same region with their

own SCADA systems.

Even to this day, the information structure remains

highly hierarchical: each primary controller utilizes its

own local measurement only, each control area utilizes

measurements in its own utility only and has its own
SCADA system. Protection, likewise, is preprogrammed to

protect individual pieces of equipment and rarely requires

communications [62]. There is no on-line coordination

between different regions within a large interconnection.

As long as conditions are normal [16], the industry sees no

need for system-wide scheduling of resources, nor for

region-wide (on-line), nor for interconnection-wide on-

line coordination. The control is entirely hierarchical and
quite effective. The only major issue during normal

conditions is a suboptimal use of regional resources due

to decentralization.

Most recently, there has been a considerable

recognition of the need for synchronizing fast measure-

ments across wider areas, in particular given major

breakthroughs in new cost-effective measurement equip-

ment, such as phasor measurement units (PMUs) and
frequency measurement units (FMUs). Industry research

is under way for systematic deployment of these sensors

and their integration into the existing control design. We

discuss later in this paper the relevance of these

technologies for automating system operations outside

normal regions.

IV. GENERAL DAE MODEL OF TODAY’S
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

The dynamics of a real-world electric power system are

extremely complex due to the large number of system

components, their variety, and vast network connectivity.

In order to introduce the basic dynamic model, we start by

viewing it as a large network of an arbitrary topology

interconnecting locally controlled components (such as
generators and capacitor and inductor banks). In today’s ac

transmission systems during normal steady-state opera-

tions, voltages and currents are sinusoidally varying and

are characterized by their magnitudes and phase angles

measured relative to the single phase angle which defines

time zero.3 The magnitudes and angles are assumed to

be either constant or exhibit slow variations relative to

60 cycles during normal system operation. When this
assumption is met, power engineers use phasors as the

principal symbolic language of power system studies. The

3The network node whose phase angle is zero is often referred to as
the slack or swing bus; it is the same node to which a time-error
correction control is connected to correct for cumulative deviations in
system frequency.
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time domain representation of variable (voltage, for
illustrative purposes) vðtÞ is

vðtÞ ¼ Vcosð!t þ �Þ (11)

where V and � may be time varying. The definition of a

phasor transformation } is

}vðtÞ ¼ Vej� ¼ V̂ (12)

where V̂ is a complex-valued vector with magnitude V and

angle �. Many decades of experience with simulating angle

transients have shown that such quasi-stationary form

phasors give a good approximation in that context. With

the emergence of voltage stability as a major concern,

together with the increase of power transfer, complexity,

and loading levels of the power systems combined with the

use of computers, many challenging power engineering
problems are moving outside the range of validity of the

quasi-stationary assumption and one must be careful when

studying emerging behavior, in particular. Moreover, the

presence of harmonics created by fast power electronic

switching in modern electric power systems requires

knowledge of generalized phasor concepts applicable to

periodic signals with higher-order harmonics.

The most often-used dynamic power system models for
monitoring, estimation, and control are derived assuming

that quasi-stationarity is valid. This means that the state

variables of interest are the magnitudes and angles of time-

varying phasors, such as those of phasor voltages V̂
measured across the components and phasor currents Î
into the components. Since the specifications are often in

terms of power, the major output variable of interest is

power. For this, using phasor language, a conveniently
created complex power phasor Ŝ ¼ P þ jQ was introduced;

its real part represents the real (average) power P into the

component and the imaginary part the reactive (imagi-

nary) power Q into the terminals of the component. Note

that all lumped parameter models of components use

phasors which assume that carrier frequency ! in (11)

remains unchanged. On the other hand, if nodal angles

deviate, their corresponding change with time is used as a
state variable which is frequency and does vary over time.

This inconsistency could be confusing and creates open

questions when one attempts to capture highly unusual

emerging phenomena in electric power systems [77], [78].

In normal operations the phasor dynamics are the

result of different components responding to fast fluctua-

tions around the forecast demand and uncertain system

parameters. The components with significant dynamic
response are power plants, comprising turbines and

generators, and their controllers. Although some classes

of loads do not change instantly either, most common

models assume their characterization to be static. Simi-
larly, the time constants of transmission lines are much

shorter than those of power plants, and as such are

assumed to have instantaneous response.4

Local generator controllers are governors controlling

mechanical power output deviations Pmech in response to

the frequency deviations !G around the set values !ref
G by

adjusting the turbine valve position a, and excitation

systems controlling field voltage deviations efd in response
to the terminal voltage deviations EG from the set value

Eref
G . The relevant output variables on the generator side

affecting the transmission network and the loads are real

power PG, reactive power Q G, frequency !G and terminal

voltage EG. The PL, Q L, !L, EL are the corresponding

variables at the load side. During normal operating

conditions, governors and excitation systems respond

automatically to the frequency and voltage deviations
caused by fast load fluctuations. The turbine-generator sets

have their own dynamics of producing PG and Q G which

combined with the governor and excitation systems

control form the closed-loop primary (local) dynamics of

the governor-turbine-generator (G–T–G) sets of power

plants. The closed loop electromechanical dynamics of a

G–T–G set combined with the dynamics of its primary

controllers is represented as follows [29, Ch. 3], [66]:

_�G ¼!G � !ref
G (13)

_!G ¼ 1

J
Pmech � PG � D !G � !ref

G

� �� �
(14)

_Pmech ¼ 1

Tu
nðPmech; aÞ½ � (15)

_a ¼ 1

Tg
m a; !ref

G ; !G

� �� �
(16)

and the closed-loop electromagnetic dynamics of a

generator-excitation system as

_e0q ¼
1

T0
do

�e0q � xd � x0d
� �

id þ efd

h i
_VR ¼ 1

TA
ðKAVF �

KAKF

TF
efd � VR � KAð�EGÞ

� �

_efd ¼ � 1

Te
ðKe þ SeÞefd þ VR½ �

_VF ¼ �VF þ
KF

TF
efd

� �
: (17)

4Some models capture load dynamics and some even the dynamics of
power lines [2]. This generally increases model complexity significantly.
As unusual phenomena evolve, it is likely that these models will play an
increased role. One of the difficult research questions is deciding when to
go beyond the general model summarized in this section.
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Here e0q, is the so-called voltage behind the transient
reactance, �EG is the output error, and variables VF and VR

are internal to the standard IEEE excitation system [17].

Local output variables of all components within the

interconnected electric power network are subject to

basic Kirchhoff laws; power flows are subject to the first

law, and voltages to the second law. Structurally, these

laws are expressed as

P ¼ Ap (18)

Q ¼ Aq (19)

V̂ ¼ ATÊ (20)

where A is the network incidence matrix of a directed
network graph with elements Aij 1, 0, and �1 denoting that

line j is connected to the node i with the line flow out the

node, not connected or line flow into the node, respec-

tively [13]. Vectors p and q are real and reactive power

flows in transmission lines and are nonlinear functions of

network nodal voltages V̂ and line parameters based on

Ohm’s law for predominantly resistive–inductive RL lines

Îij ¼ ŶijV̂ ij: (21)

Vectors P and Q are nodal real and reactive power injections

into each node i. Finally, vector of nodal voltages is Ê ¼ Ej�

and the vector of voltages across transmission lines is V̂.

Combining network constraints (18)–(20) with the line

characteristic (21) results in nonlinear algebraic equations

known as the power flow equations [68]. The power flow
equations can be written in a matrix form [29] as

diagðÊÞŶ

bus½Ê1Ê2 
 
 
 Ên�T ¼ ½Ŝ1Ŝ2 
 
 
 Ŝn�T (22)

where Ŝi represents a phasor of complex power injected into

node i. Ŷ

bus represents a complex-conjugate of the bus

admittance matrix [13]

Ŷbus ¼ AŶAT (23)

where Ŷ is a diagonal matrix with its nonzero terms being

admittances Ŷij of individual transmission lines defined in

(21). The complex-valued power flow formulation (22) is
useful for understanding the structure inherent in electric

power networks such as M-matrix properties of RL networks

[87], block diagonal dominance of decoupled real power

flow linearized equations [32], and tridiagonal block form of

the nodal angle sensitivity matrix with respect to dis-

turbances in real power injection [34], [35]. These

properties are essential for supporting the validity of often
practiced spatial decomposition methods in very large-scale

electric power networks, and conditions for localized

response [34], [35]. The complex-valued power flow

constraint (22) can be further written as two sets of real-

valued nonlinear equations representing real power and

reactive power balance equations5

PNð�; EÞ ¼ P (24)

QNð�; EÞ ¼Q: (25)

Because of line power flow dependence on nodal
voltages and angles, a general model of power system

dynamics comprises both the closed-loop dynamics of its

components, power generators in particular, and the

coupled real power-voltage power flow constraints,

respectively. Consequently, the general model is given

as a differential algebraic equation (DAE) model of

coupled equations (16), (17), (24), and (25). This model

is expressed in terms of physical variables, and is gen-
erally used by the power engineers to simulate a system

response to various changes of interest. We next restate

the same model for systems researchers who may not

be familiar with electric power systems.

A. General DAE State Space Model
For purposes of systems control modeling of electric

power systems, the same DAE model can be rewritten in
terms of local state variables of the G–T–G set and

excitation system

x ¼ xLC ¼ xP
LC xQ

LC

� �T
(26)

where

xP
LC ¼ ½� !G Pmech a�T (27)

is its electromechanical characterization and

xQ
LC ¼ e0q efd VR VF

h iT

(28)

is its electromagnetic characterization.

A structure-based modeling requires representing the

characterization of each component i in terms of its own

local states xi
LC, local output variables yi

LC, local control

feedback ui
LC and local reference values y

i;ref
LC to which the

local controller responds automatically. Using systems

5Superscript N highlights the network side of the power flows.
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control terminology, the local dynamics of component i
(13)–(17) can be represented as

_xi
LC ¼ f i

LC xi
LC; yi

LC; ui
LC

� �
(29)

Local controllers on power plants have control

ui
LC ¼ ½a efd�T (30)

and the local outputs

yi
LC ¼ ½wG EG�T: (31)

Local control generally responds to the local error

ei
LC ¼ yi

LC � y
i;ref
LC : (32)

The closed-loop dynamics of individual components

(29)–(32) combined with the algebraic constraints (24)
and (25) written in terms of output variables of system

components y, local states x, inputs u, and system

parameters p result in a set of DAEs in state-space form

with well-defined states, outputs, and control as follows:

_x ¼ ~fðx; u; y; pÞ (33)

0 ¼ gðx; u; y; pÞ: (34)

This model has much structure, see [29, Ch. 4]. Based

on this, we summarize that a general nonlinear dynamic

model of an electric power grid is represented as a coupled

set of DAEs (24), (25), and (29)–(32). Because the real-

world power networks are huge, the numerical tools for
simulating the time-domain responses defined by this

model have only been used for off-line planning studies.

Given the overall challenge in the area of DAEs [70],

numerical methods for simulating these for large power

systems remains an enormous challenge [11]. Neverthe-

less, these models are essential for off-line transient

stability studies of system response to very large critical

equipment failures.
We close by observing that the DAE model presented

could be further generalized to account for many discrete

controllers present in the system, see [29, Ch. 4]. Many

power lines and end users have local discrete controllers

such as on-load tap changing transformers (OLTCs), shunt

capacitor, and/or inductor banks. These are mechanically

switched devices with typical delays longer than the time

required for the closed loop power plants to stabilize their
dynamics. This discrete control is of the form

ui ðk þ 1ÞT½ � ¼ ui½kT� � diri ei½kT�ð Þ (35)

acting only at discrete times kT, k ¼ 1; 2; . . . and in

discretized values di. Over the past decade or so fast power
electronic local controllers have also been added to areas

with unusual dynamic problems. For modeling purposes

both mechanically switched and electronically powered

controllers can be included in this DAE model.

B. Frequently Used Models and the
Underlying Assumptions

The general DAE model presented here is related to the

well-established models currently used by the industry for
main-stream research and development [51], [82]. These

are generally a set of models divided by the time span

covering the phenomena of interest, ranging from

milliseconds to years. The set of standard models con-

sists of models representing: 1) electromagnetic tran-

sients; 2) transient stability; 3) mid-term and long-term

dynamics; 4) frequency dynamics; 5) steady-state power

flow; 6) operational planning; and 7) investment plan-
ning. Each one of these models is intended for specific

studies. Using power engineering terminology, models 1)

and 2) are used for protection, models 2)–5) are for control,

models 5) and 6) for scheduling and dispatch, and models

6) and 7) for planning. For each of the category, the

industry model is fairly standard. In current practices for

control, models 2)–4) are used in the analysis to develop

off-line, open-loop control actions. AGC, which is part
of on-line feedback control, utilizes combinations of

models 4) and 5). Detailed frequency dynamic models are

used for under-frequency relay setting. AGC uses a

simplified frequency dynamic model. The other on-line

control functions are done in the control center (EMSV
SCADA) that uses the model in 5). There is no single

model encompassing the whole span of functions. The use

of a set of models is not unique in power engineering.
Modeling with different granularity is commonly done.

What is lacking are interfaces between the models that

are seamless.

One of more difficult challenges perceived by the

broader research community has been the lack of well-

established models for electric power systems. The gen-

eral DAE model described here is hardly ever used. The

reasons for this are likely twofold. First, it is practically
impossible at present to develop any systematic monitor-

ing and control framework for the predictable perfor-

mance of the system characterized by this general DAE

model. Second, such complex models are not always

needed. The level of detail and assumptions made are

context-dependent. This contingency has led to a variety
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of models available throughout the literature. However,
to a nonspecialist in power engineering, these models

are hard to put in context.

It is, therefore, important to review the simplifications

of a general model into more specialized models which

have been utilized by researchers and utilities over the past

three to four decades. The simplified models must be

understood in the context of assumptions made and their

intended use. Here we do not provide a complete assess-
ment, but point out that qualitatively different models are

available throughout the literature. For example, depend-

ing on how loads are modeled, one could have a

representation of the same system by network system

models with hundreds of nodes or with tens of thousands

of nodes. In particular, if loads are modeled as constant

impedances or constant current injections, star-delta

network equivalencing can be applied to reduce the large
network to a network with only nodes to which generators

are connected. As part of this process one loses many

unique nonlinear problems which may be experienced

when loads absorb near constant power independently

from the operating conditions [2]. Nevertheless, this is

usually done when one is performing simulations of large-

scale systems in order to assess whether the system is

transiently stable in response to large equipment outages,
or estimating the so-called critical clearing time within

which the failure must be repaired in order for the system

to return to stable operation following a fault.

Major simplifications are frequently introduced by

assuming that the real power and the corresponding elec-

tromechanical variables (frequency, generator rotor angle)

are decoupled from the reactive power and electromag-

netic variables (voltage behind the transient reactance of a
generator). Most of the models for simulating the out-of-

synchronism problem following large power plant outages

are derived by making this real power-voltage decoupling

assumption. Up until the early 1980s, the dynamics of the

electromechanical variables primarily were modeled in

order to assess the worst case stability problems. This

simply means that the electromagnetic variables (28) were

assumed constant and only the dynamics of electrome-
chanical variables (27) were modeled as (16) subject to

real power network constraints (24). A combination of

(16) and (24) degenerates into a set of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs)

_�G ¼!G � !ref
G (36)

M _!G ¼ Pmech � ATp � D !G � !ref
G

� �
: (37)

This is known as the Bclassical[ nonlinear dynamic

model of an interconnected power system [58]. This model

has been used extensively for simulating very fast

responses to real power outages, for the duration of time

prior to which the Pmech can be adjusted and before

electromagnetic variables begin to vary. This is an example
of time-scale separation based on model simplification for

specific analysis. This model, although nonlinear, has a

tremendous structure [12] that shares much in common

with the general nonlinear resistive–inductive (RL) net-

works [87]. Moreover, if the resistances are neglected, the

model lends itself to the rich class of Lagrangian systems

[12] and their many qualitative properties. Unfortunately,

neglecting resistances effectively means neglecting not
only the resistances of the transmission lines in an

equivalenced network, but also loads, and this greatly

detaches the model from real-world systems. Later, a so-

called structure preserving model was proposed to over-

come this problem. A state dependent load dynamics of a

form similar to the local dynamics of generators was

introduced. This resulted in a high-order ODE model, in

which many predictable properties of large-scale sparse
network systems, despite the high-order, are maintained.

Researchers have studied in considerable depth the

properties of the classical nonlinear real power model

using a variety of technical tools [76].

However, the validity of the classical real power dy-

namic model came into question after real-world electric

power systems began to exhibit electromagnetic instabil-

ities and a voltage collapse problem was experienced in
several real-world systems [92]. It turns out that the

richness of these newly emerged dynamic phenomena has

continued to challenge the research community to this

day, twenty years after. The causes of these reactive

power-voltage instabilities are multifold. Most generally,

the inherent assumption in the classical model that the

electromagnetic variables do not change right after the

disturbance underlying their decoupling from electrome-
chanical variables no longer holds, since the rate of change

of the voltages approaches infinity [77]. This also pushes

the validity of phasors to its limits, requiring partial

differential equations (PDEs) representation. It has been

difficult to verify different forms of voltage collapse in real-

world scenarios, and there has not been definitive agree-

ment on this. Conceptually, the instability in a coupled

DAE general model can be reflected through: 1) nonlinear
phenomena in which a disturbance takes the state outside

stable regions to the regions of unstable equilibria; 2) small

signal instability around an operating point [52]; and/or

3) nonexistence of an equilibrium for the set of param-

eters and available controls with current logic and strictly

local control logic of both generator controllers and

mechanically switched controllers [54]. It is in the context

of these issues that current state-of-the-art modeling does
not lend itself well to interpreting in a verifiable way real-

world emerging behavior problems. We review methods

used by human operators to avoid such difficult problems

for which the validity of the model is questionable and the

analyses are very complex. It is important to explore

potential of novel monitoring and control approaches for

possible enhanced automation during such conditions
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when the problem complexity is beyond a human’s ability
to manage it.

V. STRUCTURE-BASED MODEL AS A
BASIS FOR HIERARCHICAL
MONITORING AND CONTROL

In this section we state the key assumptions underlying

hierarchical monitoring and control of today’s electric
power systems. The objective is to introduce simpler classes

of models than the general ones described above which

could be used for monitoring and controlling electric power

systems during normal conditions. One systematic way is to

start with the general model and identify mathematical

conditions which must be critically met in order to derive

the basic models relevant for defining the hierarchical

control of today. This approach is relevant because today’s
hierarchical control was not designed for guaranteed

performance; it is a best-performance design, instead. In

[28] it was shown how structure-based modeling can be

used to enhance hierarchical control and incrementally

improve its performance. It is with this second objective in

mind that we pursue a systematic assessment of modeling

assumptions in this paper.

To start with, one of the basic assumptions is that a
generalized model linearization is valid for the range of

operating conditions during normal conditions as distur-

bances around the forecast are assumed to be small.

Consider a linearized local dynamics of a G–T–G set (16)

M _!G þ D!G ¼ Pmech þ eTa � PG (38)

Tu _Pmech ¼ �Pmech þ Kta (39)

Tg _a ¼ �ra � !G þ !ref
G (40)

where all quantities represent deviations of the variable

from its equilibrium.6 Based on this and the definition of

local states, the linearized primary dynamics of electro-

mechanical variables for each G–T–G set can be rewritten
in a matrix form

_x P
LC ¼ AP

LCx P
LC þ cMPG: (41)

Similarly, the linearized dynamics of local electromagnetic

dynamics (17) takes on the form

_xQ
LC ¼ AQ

LCxQ
LC þ Cid: (42)

The entire local state of the coupled process is

xLC ¼ x P
LC x Q

LC

� �T
(43)

and its local dynamics are

_x P
LC

_x Q
LC

� �
¼ AP

LC 0

0 AQ
LC

� �
þ CM 0

0 C

� �
þ PG

id

� �
: (44)

In order to express network constraints, we partition
both real and reactive power flow (24) and (25) into the

corresponding power flow equations at the generators

and loads, respectively. Moreover, real power injections

into both generator nodes and load nodes are decom-

posed into those being injected by the power plant itself

PG and the injections from outside the control area F P
G,

�P P
L and F P

L. This is done for purposes of modeling the

intercontrol area dynamics and the secondary (control
area) level hierarchical control explicitly. Shown in

Fig. 1 are the boundaries of typical control areas within a

large electric power interconnection comprising several

such areas.

The decomposition into generation Q G and load Q L

nodes is also done for the reactive power flow constraints

(25); both of these injections are further decomposed

into the injections coming directly from the generators id

and loads �iL and the injections from outside the con-

trol areas F Q
G and F Q

L , respectively. By further explicitly

stating that the power flows in the transmission lines are

nonlinear functions of nodal voltages and angles at both

generators VG, �G, and loads VL, �L, the coupled real and

reactive power flow constraints (24) and (25) take on

the form

P N
Gð�G; �L; VG; VLÞ ¼ PG þ FP

G (45)

P N
L ð�G; �L; VG; VLÞ ¼ �PL þ FP

L (46)

Q N
G ð�G; �L; VG; VLÞ ¼Qnorm

G ¼ id þ F Q
G (47)

QN
L ð�G; �L; VG; VLÞ ¼Qnorm

L ¼ �iL þ F Q
L : (48)

Furthermore, assuming that these algebraic constraints

are differentiable, after differentiating all four power

flow constraints (45)–(48) with respect to time, solving

(46) and (48) for ½ _�L _VL� and substituting into (45) and

(47) these equations take on the form

_PG

_id

� �
¼ ½E1 0�

xP
LC

xQ
LC

� �
þ ½0 E2�

_xP
LC

_xQ
LC

� �
þ G (49)

6!ref
G is a frequency reference of interest, and it is constant unless it is

changed by the AGC. In this section we assume no AGC action and omit
this term until later in the paper.
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with E1 and E2 relating !G ¼ E1x P
LC and e0q ¼ E2x Q

LC, and

E1 ¼ J3 � J4J�1
2 J1

� �
E1 (50)

and

E2 ¼ J3 � J4J�1
2 J1

� �
E2: (51)

Matrices J1, J2, J3 and J4 are defined as

J1 ¼ J1ð�; VÞ ¼
@PL

@�G

@PL

@VG

@Qnorm
L

@�G

@Qnorm
L

@VG

2
4

3
5 (52)

J2 ¼ J2ð�; VÞ ¼
@PL

@�L

@PL

@VL

@Qnorm
L

@�L

@Qnorm
L

@VL

2
4

3
5 (53)

J3 ¼ J3ð�; VÞ ¼
@PG

@�G

@PG

@VG

@Qnorm
G

@�G

@Qnorm
G

@VG

2
4

3
5 (54)

J4 ¼ J4ð�; VÞ ¼
@PG

@�L

@PG

@VL

@Qnorm
G

@�L

@Qnorm
G

@VL

2
4

3
5 (55)

and

G ¼ J4 � J�1
2 _c1 � _c2 (56)

where c1 accounts for the effects of real and reactive
power load deviations, and is defined as

c1 ¼ ðFL � PL Qnorm
L þ F Q

L

� �� �T
(57)

and c2 is defined as

c2 ¼ PG FQ
G

� �T
: (58)

The standard state-space formulation of the coupled real

power/voltage dynamics is obtained by combining (44)

and (49) into

I

_x P
LC

_x Q
LC

_PG

_id

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

AP
LC 0 CM 0

0 AQ
LC 0 C

E1 0 0 0

2
4

3
5

x P
LC

x Q
LC

PG

id

2
664

3
775þ 0

G

� �
(59)

where I ¼ I � ½0 E2 0 0�. Model (59) is in the standard
state-space form in the extended state space

x ¼ ½x P
LC x Q

LC PG id�, if I is generally invertible.

Matrices J1, J2, J3, and J4 are operating conditions

dependent in the generalized linearized version of the

model. If they are evaluated around an operating point

once, the same model represents a coupled real power/

voltage small signal linearized dynamic model. The

relevance of transforming the DAE model into an ODE
model is far reaching with respect to the tools available for

analysis and control design conditions. We have shown

here that as long as several key conditions (such as the

validity of differentiating algebraic constraints with

respect to time, the invertibility of matrix J2, and the

invertibility of matrix I) are satisfied, it is possible to

derive a much more user-friendly model for monitoring

and control considerations. In the section on abnormal
conditions we further discuss the potential relevance of

these conditions and their relations to the role of human

operators and currently used numerical tools in the

SCADA centers. For purposes of formalizing the hierar-

chical control problem, it suffices to start by using model

(59) and introducing the assumptions required for the

temporal and spatial decomposition inherent in today’s

hierarchical control of large-scale electric power systems.

A. Continuous Interaction Variables and
Inter-Area Dynamics

There is much hidden structure in model (59). For

example, when a control area is isolated (a power grid of

an island), F P
G, F Q

G , F P
L and F Q

L are identically zero. As long

as the local dynamics are stable at each component level

for the range of real power, the stability of the system is
determined by the properties of matrices J1 through J4. For

example, when matrix J2 is nonsingular, the dynamics of

the coupling variables is directly caused by the deviations

in loads around their forecast and by the deviations in real

and reactive power injections from outside the control

area. Fundamental to establishing structure-based thinking

for this class of electric power systems is the observation

that there are no interarea swings unless there are
deviations in the imports/exports of power from their

preagreed values.7 This leads us to introducing a notion of

interaction variables as a means of modeling structural

dynamics at the secondary, interarea level within an

interconnected electric power grid [28], [36], [37]. To

summarize this notion, observe that for an interconnection

with M control areas, the dynamics of each area J is

represented as

_x J ¼ A Jx J þ _F J
e � D J

P
_P J

L : (60)

7This statement is true as long as J2 is also invertible. See further
discussion of this in the section on abnormal conditions.
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This is simply model (59) rewritten in a more concise
form. This model implies that the dynamics of state

variables in each area directly depend on the state variables

in the same area x J, and the dynamics of the tie-line flows

into the area F J
e . Notice that this model accounts for the

electrical distances of the network represented in the

properties of the area system matrices A J and D J
P. This

model is used in [36], [37] to introduce a notion of

interaction variables z J between a control area and the rest
of the interconnection as a particular linear combination of

state variables inside each control area whose dynamics

can only be affected by changes outside a control area. For

completeness, define a linear combination of state

variables x J inside a control area as

z J ¼ P Jx J (61)

with the participation factor satisfying

P Jx J ¼ 0: (62)

The interarea dynamics are simply defined by premultiply-

ing the dynamics of each control area (60) by the

corresponding participation matrix P J to obtain

_z J ¼ P J 0 _F J
e

� �TþP J 0 � D J
P

� �T _P J
L ¼ p J _F J

e � D J
P
_P J

L

� �
: (63)

Clearly, we see that the interarea variables z J vary due

to the tie-line power flow injections for a constant power

load in the area. From here we see that the fundamental

cause of the interarea dynamics lies in the interarea power

exchanges. This can not be seen using more conventional

unstructured models of an electric power interconnection.

B. Decoupled Real and Reactive Power
Inter-Area Dynamics

A second major assumption routinely made in today’s

hierarchical feedback control is that real power and voltage

dynamics are largely decoupled. Under this assumption,

one can decouple the continuous interarea dynamics (59)

into its real power component [36], [37] and its reactive

power component [29]. We briefly summarize these

finding here, as they are important for understanding the

hierarchical modeling and control basis for large-scale
electric power systems.

C. Structural Existence of the Decoupled Continuous
Real Power Inter-Area Dynamics

Consider a single control area with the interaction

variables defined as in (61) above, and the condition

for the existence of such variables given in (62). Under

the decoupling assumption this condition (49) takes on
the form

_P J
G ¼ K J

Pð� JÞ! J
G þ _F J

e � D J
Pð� JÞ _P J

L: (64)

The basic structure of the nonlocalized interactions

between a single control area and the neighboring areas

is defined by the properties of matrices8

KP ¼ @PG

@�G

� �
� @PG

@�L

� �
@PL

@�L

�1� �
@Pl

@�G

� �
(65)

and

DP ¼ @PG

@�L

� �
@PL

@�L

�1� �
: (66)

This formulation is a particular case of the formulation

in (49) obtained when neglecting the sensitivities of

real power with respect to voltage terms in the

sensitivity matrices J1 through J4.

It was shown in [28], [36], and [37] that for the case of
real power dynamics such an interaction variable exists

and it is structurally defined and interpreted as the total

supply/demand real power imbalance inside a control area.

The condition (62) is equivalent to the condition that

KP1 ¼ 0, which is further equivalent to the row sum of KP

being 0, or 1 being the right eigenvector corresponding to

its zero eigenvalue. This property follows as a direct

consequence of the fact that the row sum of the incidence
matrix is always 0 [13], [29]. Therefore, one can claim that

there exists a unique P J (up to a scalar) whose dimension is

1 � ðn J
G þ n JÞ, where n J

G is the number of the generators in

the control area J and nJ is the number of the local state

variables of all generators in area J. This participation

factor can be further written as

P J ¼ ½0 p J� (67)

where p J is a matrix to be determined from condition (62).

For lossless power systems it is straightforward to show

that p J ¼ 1. Therefore, for the case of decoupled real

power dynamics the interaction variable assuming negli-
gible resistive losses simply becomes

z JðtÞ ¼ �
l¼n J

G

l¼1 P J
G;lðtÞ: (68)

8In what follows superscript J denoting area J is omitted for notational
simplicity.
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This implies that z JðtÞ is constant, assuming a constant real
power load model and constant losses in an isolated power

network. This notion of interaction variables is useful for

relating engineering concepts such as automatic genera-

tion control (AGC) with the more formal systems control

for large-scale horizontally organized electric power in-

terconnections. For further relations between the G–T–G

droop characteristics and the model presented here, see

[29]. Of particular interest is the hard-to-capture depen-
dence on network topology and its parameters. The

structure-based model presented here explicitly defines

these in terms of the KP and DP matrices.

There is much physical intuition to be gained from

simulating the real power interarea dynamics of electric

power systems. For the simple case of the two control area

system shown in Fig. 1 and typical network parameters a

time-domain response of both coupling variables P J
G;i in

each control area J and the dynamics, see [28], [29, Ch. 6],

[36], [37]. It is important to observe the relative rate of

change of the coupling variables of individual generators

inside each control area and the rate of change of the

interarea variables, representing the aggregate power im-

balances between the control areas.

D. Structural Nonexistence of the Decoupled
Continuous Voltage Interarea Dynamics

The existence of continuous time interarea real power

dynamics based on the structural properties of the network

should be contrasted with the qualitatively different nature

of continuous time voltage dynamics assuming decoupling

between real power and voltage dynamics. Following an

analogous derivation as for deriving the decoupled real
power dynamics, the following form of the decoupled

voltage dynamics is obtained as [28]

_xQ
LC
_id

� �
¼ AQ

LC C
KQðVÞE 0

� �
xQ

LC

id

� �
þ 0

_FQ � DQðVÞ _Q L

� �
(69)

where AQ
LC is the system matrix corresponding to the

dynamics of electromagnetic variables in (17),

KQðVÞ¼ ½@Q G=@V � � ½@Q G =@VL� ½@Q L=@VL��1 ½@Q L=@VG�
and V ¼ ½VGVL� is a vector of all generator and load

voltages in the area J, respectively.

For understanding the qualitative differences between

the nature of real power and voltage dynamics within a

multiarea electric power system, it is of crucial importance
to recognize that the structural properties of KPð�Þ do not

hold for the analogous matrix KQðVÞ. Matrix KQðVÞ has a

structurally full rank, and therefore does not have the zero

eigenvalue inherently present in KPð�Þ. This implies

further that a general existence of interarea variables can

not be guaranteed for the decoupled voltage dynamics and,

therefore, the voltage response to small disturbances in

reactive power injections during normal conditions is

generally localized within each control area. While the
practitioners often state that voltage response is localized

and that it can be only controlled by dispersed local

capacitive/reactive power compensation, the mathematical

foundations in support of this claim and conditions under

which this holds have not been formalized. The structure-

based model introduced here in (59) begins to help with

understanding at least what the sufficient conditions are

for this property. One should not overlook, however, the
many implied assumptions on the path to obtaining these

models. Later in this paper we revisit these assumptions

when considering abnormal conditions.

VI. STRUCTURE-BASED APPROACH TO
HIERARCHICAL CONTROL DESIGN:
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL
DECOMPOSITIONS FOR DISTRIBUTED
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Hierarchical control of today’s large-scale electric power

system is a result of carefully engineered simplifications

intended to meet the distributed objectives of its hor-

izontal organization. Today’s hierarchical control is heavily

dependent on temporal and spatial decompositions.

A. Basis for Temporal Decomposition
One possible way of conceptualizing the hierarchical

control design of large-scale electric power systems is to

think of load deviations as the main reason for automated

control during normal conditions. For good quality of

service (QoS) it is necessary for supply and demand to

balance, and generation control automation is dedicated to

responding to changes in load to maintain this balance. For
purposes of formalizing the hierarchical control principles

in today’s industry, it suffices to model deviations of real

and reactive power demand at node j around the forecast9

PLj ¼ PLj½W� þ PLj½D� þ PLj½H� þ PLj½M� þ dP
Lj½t� (70)

and

Q Lj ¼ Q Lj½W� þ Q Lj½D� þ Q Lj½H� þ Q Lj½M� þ dQ
Lj½t�: (71)

Here (70) and (71) define a discretized representation of

a typical load into its weekly ½W�, daily ½D�, hourly ½H�,
and minute ½M� components; the near real-time load

9Recall that feed-forward scheduling is done to meet forecast demand.
Hierarchical feedback control is only intended to respond to hard-to-
predict demand deviations. It should be clear that the more accurate the
demand forecast, the less that will be expected from the automated
control.
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component is represented as an unpredictable disturbance

dðtÞP
Lj and dðtÞQ

Lj superposed to the other load components

assumed to be possible to forecast. Both the real and re-

active power loads are modeled, respectively.

B. Basis for Spatial Decomposition and
Decentralized Control

The property of (block) diagonal dominance in electric

power networks [32] can be used to support the spatial

decomposition of a complex interconnection into its

horizontally organized control areas. This principle is a

theoretical basis for effective spatial decomposition and for

the hierarchical management of large electric power

interconnections during steady state normal operation.

There have been several important concepts, notably the
concept of diakoptics, used as theoretical methods for

decomposing the complex system [23], [50], [84].

However, the diakoptics approach requires a single step

coordination of decomposed subsystems in order to

optimize the large-scale system; the basis for this comes

from the seminal work on tensor analysis of electric

circuits [50].

At present the on-line information structure is at the
control area level. No on-line coordination of control areas

is in place. Instead, the coordination has taken place in the

past through cooperative agreements about net real power

flow exchanges between the control areas. These agree-

ments generally results in suboptimal use of the intercon-

nection resources, and it does not create any other major

problems during normal operating conditions. However,

during unexpected equipment failures sometimes domino
effects of changes in one control area have been known to

take place, affecting the integrity of the entire system.

Such events raise a major question concerning on-line

information exchange between hierarchically structured

control areas for improving both the efficiency of utilizing

existing resources and/or for preventing cascading failures

during equipment failures [88].

C. Mapping of Temporal Decomposition,
Spatial Decomposition, and Distributed
Performance Objectives

The structure-based models of the hierarchical electric

power systems formalized in Section V lend themselves

naturally to a model-based implementation of current

operating practices. A detailed treatment of this can be

found in [28], [29], and [31], and only its summary is

presented here. Important for assessing the evolving open

access paradigms for future grids is the observation that
current operating practices are based on the straightfor-

ward mapping of temporal and spatial decompositions of

system dynamics by means of single performance sub-

objectives at the various layers of the system hierarchy.

Simply said, continuous fast dynamics are controlled

locally at a component level, while slower variations in

demand and deviations from preagreed on tie-line flow

exchanges with the neighboring systems are regulated by
means of automatic generation control (AGC) at each

subsystem level, defined as a control area within a

horizontally organized system. These two control func-

tions are automated feedback functions. In addition, the

human operators schedule generation in a feed-forward

way to balance the forecast demand.

In today’s hierarchical control of large electric power

systems there exists an implied one-to-one equivalence
among:

• Primary/Fast/Local Representation of a near

real-time load deviation dP
LðtÞ and dQ

L ðtÞ in (70),

(71) and the spatial deviation of real power P J
G;iðtÞ

as the coupling variables between the generator i
within a control area J;

• Secondary/Slower/Area Representation of a

slower load deviation dP
L½M� in (70), (71) and the

area-level interaction variables zJ½Ts� assuming

that continuous time interarea interactions z JðtÞ
stabilize the response to minute-to-minute load

deviations;

• Tertiary/Slow/Regional Representation of the

slow load forecast d P
L½H� in (70) and (71) and the

preagreed on interaction interarea exchange zJ½Tt�
between the control area and the others.

D. Secondary Level Automated Generation
Control (AGC)

Given this implied temporal-spatial mapping, a nota-

tion reflecting spatial decomposition into a secondary level

and the corresponding temporal sampling at this level Ts

and the tertiary level and its corresponding temporal

sampling Tt is used next for summarizing the structure-
based hierarchical models and to conceptualize the

corresponding control objectives and design. Each sam-

pling time interval corresponding to the secondary control

Ts the set points of power plants participating in area-level

AGC vref ½k� ¼ vrefðkTsÞ are updated, and are unchanged for

kTs � t � ðk þ 1ÞTs. With this notation, one obtains the

area-level structure-based model directly from (63) by

superposing the effects of changes in set points of primary
controllers as follows10:

_xðtÞ ¼ AðtÞ þ BðtÞvref ½k� þ UFðtÞ þ V _FðtÞ: (72)

Keeping in mind that the main objective of the secondary-

level control is to eliminate slower drifts in some state

variables (frequency, in particular) xs ¼ Dx, with the

dimension of xs much lower than the dimension of full

state inside the area, and assuming that both state variables

10Superscripts J denoting area J are assumed, and eliminated for
simplicity.
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and very fast interactions between the control area and the
rest of the system settle in between the secondary level

sampling intervals, namely that _xðtÞ � 0 and _F � 0, one

obtains [28], [29] a structure-based model for secondary

level control design

xs½k þ 1� ¼ xs½k� þ Bsus½k� þ MsFs½k� (73)

where Bs ¼ �DB, Ms ¼ �DU, us½k� ¼ vref ½k þ 1� � vref ½k�
and Fs½k� ¼ F½k þ 1� � F½k�. Model (73) was proposed as

the simplest model for designing systematically output

feedback-based secondary level control for meeting the
desired performance at the control area level. The cor-

rective control signal is an integral controller as the model

does not include any continuous fast dynamics.

In order to illustrate this design, let us assume m output

variables related to critical states as

ys½k� ¼ Csxs½k�: (74)

The conventional secondary control of normal operation

takes on a simple proportional form

us½k� ¼ G ys½k� � ys½Tt�ð Þ (75)

where ys½Tt� is the value of the output feedback set at the
tertiary level. As an illustration of this control design, if

one considers meeting the following secondary level

performance criterion

Js ¼ �k¼0 ys½k�TQ ys½k� þ us½k�TRus½k�
� �

(76)

the secondary control becomes a linear quadratic regulator

design problem [28], [29], [31].
An interesting degenerate case of this control design

would be the load-frequency control which preceded

today’s AGC. This case occurs when only one frequency

measurement is carried out by the entire control area,

and it is used as the output variable; in addition, matrix R
takes into consideration the fuel cost of the power plants

participating in this control, while matrix Q is not

standardized.
It is clear from the secondary-level model that the slow

variations in tie-line flows affect the output variables of

interest as well. To compensate fully for the effect of

interconnections, a modified control law of the form

us½k� ¼ Gðys½k� � ys½KTt� þ HFs½k� (77)

was proposed in [28] and [29], where it was shown that
with the choice of H ¼ �U�1

s CsMs flows do not enter the

closed-loop model.

There exist interesting theoretical links between this

improved secondary level control and today’s AGC. The

so-called area control error (ACE) signal is a linear

combination of frequency deviation at a single location

inside the control area and the net tie-line flow deviation.

Long-term industry performance criteria for AGC has
been for ACE to cross zero at least once every 10 min [9].

Due to space limitations we omit the derivation of the

secondary level model in support of the automated sec-

ondary voltage control which has been successfully

implemented in France, Italy, and Spain over the past

20 years. Instead of using control area frequency the

automated secondary voltage control is based on measur-

ing load voltages as the key output measurements at
several key load centers (Bpilot points[) within the con-

trol area [59], [72]. The secondary voltage control has

been proposed for consideration in the United States, but

is not currently in place.

E. Tertiary Level Coordination: The Missing Piece
The tertiary level concerns system performance at a

regional, multicontrol area level and over a slower time
scale Tt. Since interregional interactions take place

through deviations in tie-line flows away from those pre-

agreed on at the scheduling stage, regulating these is of

direct concern for meeting system-wide performance. A

sufficient information structure for this coordination

would utilize the measurement of tie-line flows F½K�
and the dedicated controllers vref ½K� for meeting the

preset criteria. At present such criteria and its objectives
have not been formalized by the industry. Instead, tie-line

flows vary around the targeted day ahead ½D� or even

week ahead ½W� preagreed on net tie-line flow exchanges

in a free-flowing fashion. During normal conditions the

interconnection is generally operated suboptimally, both

over time and space. Most generally, the decomposition

into uncoordinated decentralized scheduling by the

control areas leads to the suboptimal use of resources in
the interconnection as a whole. Similarly, decomposing a

stochastically varying load and carrying out static

deterministic optimization over each time horizon leads

to much volatility and many inefficiencies. These prob-

lems could be minimized with an on-line tertiary coor-

dination in place.

VII. FUTURE CHALLENGE OF
AUTOMATED OPERATION DURING
ABNORMAL CONDITIONS

As outlined above, today’s hierarchical control is based on

many implied assumptions. There have been numerous

events when the primary controllers have failed to stabilize

system dynamics, resulting in major system disintegration,
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in particular during major system blackouts [75]. Even
when the system is not in such an extreme condition, it is

hard to have predictable performance for disturbances of

interest.

Even steady-state performance is not fully predictable

given that there is no on-line coordination of system

control areas. While this problem was recognized early on

following the first blackouts, there has been very little

theoretical work concerning the potential of a more
coordinated system-wide scheduling of resources for

enhancing reliable operations during large equipment

outages resembling typical blackout scenarios [44]. Hid-

den, typically low frequency swings, have been known to

take place between the generators, even between those

placed in different control areas. For a real-world example

of this problem, in particular power plants in New England

and New York experiencing around 0.7 Hz swings, see
[49]. If the electric power grid is viewed as a structure of

interconnected components responding in a highly local-

ized way to local disturbances, this behavior must be seen

as abnormal. Small variations at one location create

oscillations across vast geographical and electrical dis-

tances. This issue raises fundamental questions concerning

the existence of such interaction variables across control

areas and the need for their modeling and control. Here,
again, there has been more than one explanation of such

phenomena, and the opinions are divided as to whether

this phenomena can be captured using only nonlinear

models, or if these events are more structural in nature and

could be detected using even linearized models when

network parameters are such that electrical connections

between the areas are relatively strong.

The limiting challenge in operating today’s electric
power systems is generally seen when the system enters

conditions for which no preventive actions are in place

[43]. This occurrence can happen in a variety of scenarios,

most of which are a combination of extreme demand

variations around the forecast and large equipment

failures. As a rule, it is impossible for real-world electric

power grids to explore all possible combinations off-line in

order to define the worst case system conditions and
prepare procedures for when these take place. Neverthe-

less, the engineers have taken a pragmatic approach to

defining the worst case scenarios for their control areas,

and, to some extent, for the region as a whole. The worst

situations are a combination of probabilities of such events

taking place and their severity. During extreme conditions

human operators are the only decision makers, and the

secondary level AGC is often disabled.
As the electric power systems begin to be more tightly

coupled for economic reasons during normal conditions,

the effects of larger demand deviations and equipment

outages have begun to have system-wide effects. Depend-

ing on the severity of the situation, operators most of the

time manage to keep the system from experiencing

widespread effects.

A. The Newly Emerged Problem of
Voltage Instability

In the early 1980s a major complication surfaced.

There was no sufficient reactive power compensation on a

primarily inductive network (wires and loads) to ensure

that voltages remain at physically acceptable levels. The

industry witnessed a sequence of voltage-related blackouts,

starting in France, and followed by the blackouts in

Belgium, South Africa, and California. Many of the more
recent blackouts have been caused by the lack of reactive

power voltage support and inadequate protection [90]. In

order to avoid future reactive power compensation related

operating problems, much R&D is taking place considering

the problem and possible means of avoiding it by deploying

at many locations controllable reactive power devices,

such as on-load-tap-changing transformers, capacitor-

inductive shunt banks, series capacitive banks, and the
like. As a result of this, the existing electric power network

interconnecting the generators to consumers is primarily

resistive–inductive with some shunt and series fixed and

controllable capacitive compensation. The opportunities

and challenges offered by reactive power compensation are

far reaching [90]. Generally speaking, while this compen-

sation enables more controllability, the dynamics of a

large-scale resistive–inductive–capacitive (RLC) network
becomes much more complex than that of a large-scale

resistive–inductive (RL) network. This makes the proba-

bility of previously unknown emerging behavior much

higher than in the past.

For an extensive analysis and possible extensions of

structure-based modeling, monitoring, and control of

abnormal conditions summarized in this paper, see [44].

We only highlight here the opportunity of direct control of
interarea dynamics by means of FACTS devices.

B. Control Design for Inter-Area Dynamics
Simulations of multiarea systems show that, as small

oscillations in each area occur in response to area load

deviations, the interarea variables could also become

significant. Since these are a linear combination of the

faster power generation dynamics of each plant inside the
area, the interarea dynamics are typically slower, see [36]

and [37] for a small two-area power system interarea

dynamics.

While it has been documented that such slow interarea

oscillations exist in real world electric power systems [49],

[73], their analysis has not been straightforward. One

possible way would be to attempt and simulate the

variables z JðtÞ and observe these slower swings of power
mismatches between the control areas. As long as these

oscillations settle in between the quasi-stationary changes

in demand, their presence is not threatening to the

interconnection system as a whole. It would be important

to understand if such interactions of net power mismatches

in different control areas lead to unacceptable conditions.

Moreover, if needed, one should control such oscillations.
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Recall from the model of the interarea dynamics (63)
that the interarea dynamics are mainly affected by the

fluctuations in tie-line flows into the area FJ
e. If com-

ponents of FJ
e are assumed to be directly controllable, using

flexible ac transmission systems (FACTS) technologies,

this model can be viewed from a control design point as

being of the form

_zðtÞ ¼ puðzÞ þ dðtÞ (78)

where dðtÞ stands for a disturbance. In [38] one such

possible control design was introduced. It is based only on

measuring the interaction variable zJðtÞ and comparing it

to the set value of the interaction variable. There is at

present a major trend toward isolating portions of the grid
(control areas, microgrids) and one possible technology

would be FACTS devices which directly control line power

flows. The structure-based models reviewed here are of

great potential use for such control designs.

VIII. TOWARD OPEN ACCESS
OPERATIONS OF FUTURE ELECTRIC
POWER SYSTEMS

An already long to-do list in electric power systems has

been made much more challenging by the ongoing

technological and organizational changes. One possible

way of assessing the impact of these changes is, again, by

looking at the evolving industry structures.

There are basically two types of on-going industry

changes. The first are technological and are the result of:
1) small-scale distributed generation (DG) becoming cost-

effective [4]; 2) developing sensing and actuation

technologies for customers to respond to system condi-

tions and prices of electricity; 3) distributed switching

technologies for both transmission and distribution

systems; and 4) a wide spread of communications [27],

[63]. With this technology in place the number of

distributed decision makers and controllers is likely to
increase significantly. The second driver of change has

been organizational. By law, the electric power supply has

become competitive, enabling customers to chose provi-

ders and go outside of their own control area to purchase

cheaper power.11 Similarly, generators could sell to

customers outside the control areas in which they are

physically located. Because of this, in [28] a typical

evolving structure was referred to as being Bnested,[
instead of hierarchical. At the same time, in parts of the

electric interconnection in which power is supplied

competitively there has been functional and corporate

unbundling within once tightly coordinated control area.
The main new function of wire companies is to provide

Bopen access[ delivery of power, irrespective of owner-

ship, across the entire interconnection [74]. This is con-

tributing to a diminishing role for control areas [29], [30].

New technologies are changing the basic electric power

structure shown in Fig. 1 into network architectures shown

in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 is a sketch of fully distributed

industry architecture characterized by active sensing and
actuation by a very large number of small actors, such as

small distributed energy resources, customer response,

and even automated switching of wires interconnecting

these actors. This architecture was envisioned some time

ago in [67]. The dynamics of interactions between various

actors is determined by the distributed sensing and

decision making of each actor. Each actor optimizes its

own performance subobjective for the assumed environ-
ment conditions. In this sense, a single decentralized

performance objective given in (3) solved centrally in the

hierarchical system is solved by each actor optimizing its

own subobjective with respect to his own local variables;

11This is true of both large and retail customers, at least in concept.
Small customers usually rely on so-called load serving entities (LSEs)
which are schedulers and aggregators on behalf of groups of end users.

Fig. 4. Fully distributed architectures.

Fig. 5. Reconfiguration options for electric power grids

(circles represent already controlled power plants, arrows

end users, and the interconnections are controllable wires).
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the constraints and interactions with the neighbors are
computed for the assumed Lagrangian coefficients. Vari-

ous iterative methods proposed in the recent literature

naturally lend themselves to designing iterative protocols

for exchanging information among the actors. One of the

major open questions is if and how the system as a whole

balances according to the the basic network laws (24), (25)

without system-wide coordination, and, moreover, how

are various constraints, in particular flow congestion
constraints (8) met. Recent work in [3] indicates that this

is actually possible to achieve in distributed interactive

ways. Lack of storage and, therefore, the need for supply

and demand to meet instantaneously according to the

system-wide DAE model (33), (34) point into the

fundamental research needs concerning distributed deci-

sion making and learning which takes into consideration

time [90]. There is very little work so far done on this
subject, and this makes the broad area of multiagent

decision making not readily applicable to design of novel

electric power system architectures. Fig. 5 is a more likely

future architecture. Instead of equipping each piece of

equipment with sensors and actuators, economic and

regulatory considerations will define what is economically

viable. So, instead of having fully distributed, one would

see gradually evolving, reconfiguring architectures, based
on coalitions of actors with common goals [10].

Consequently, the coordination of a large number of

distributed decision makers could take place in qualita-

tively different ways from the traditional top-down

hierarchical coordination based on temporal and spatial

decomposition. Sensing, measurements, communications,

and control structures are becoming multilayered and

multidirectional, instead of being hierarchical. The elec-
tricity services of the future will be based on differentiable

distributed performance metrics at a value which is likely

to replace today’s control area-wide reliability criteria [39],

[61]. Similarly, the organizational changes themselves lead

to distributed decision making and affect control areas’

supply, delivery, and purchase of electricity services. Each

functional/corporate entity has its own subobjectives.

These subobjectives are attempted within a very uncertain
system, since the rules for mandatory information

exchange continue to remain quite vague.

A. Related Unconventional Requirements for
Monitoring and Control

Managing multilayered architectures in future power

grids will effectively require a framework for auto-

reconfiguring electric power systems according to the
changing needs of customers and system conditions. Auto-

reconfiguring is to be done in an adaptive way so that the

most is made out of the available resources. Adaptive

management is in sharp contrast to today’s top-down

deterministic preventive control for managing uncertain-

ties. Moreover, today the emphasis is on automation of

local power grids (distribution systems) connecting

medium size and small residential users and not solely
on the backbone transmission systems.

In order to meet these challenges, it is essential to

develop a novel framework for dynamically integrating

measurements and actuators throughout a large-scale

network system in order to serve the end users efficiently

during normal conditions, as well as reliably and securely

during extreme conditions. Much intelligence needs to be

developed for novel disruptive technologies, such as:
1) automatic metering of end users, digital relays;

2) flexible ac transmission systems (FACTS), which for all

practical purposes could be viewed as fast electronic valves

for switching the parameters of the wires so that the

strength of the interconnection and the overall configu-

ration are dynamically controlled; 3) small distributed

generation, ranging from combined heat power (CHP)

through wind, solar, and fuel cells, as well as a very large
number of highly unconventional small energy sources;

4) sensors and actuators for automated control of

demand by the end users, including their response to

dynamic electricity prices; as well as 5) exploring the

potential of sensors ranging from typical size, through

nano- and microsensors, which could be placed, in par-

ticular, with the end user [5]. Model-based information

and software algorithms will form the basis for coordi-
nating interactions between these actively responding

distributed components. Extensive simulations are need-

ed to demonstrate the potential of just-in-time (JIT) and

just-in-place (JIP) auto-reconfigurations of all candidate

groups of components.

B. Dynamic Energy Control Protocols (DECPs)
as a Possible Means for Coordinated Interactions
Among Distributed Decision Makers

Conceptually, the envisioned DECPs would be embed-

ded reconfigurable architectures facilitated by model-

based interactive information systems for predictable

performance at various industry layers of the changing

industry [41], [42], [55], [56], [86]. Our research focuses

on the conceptualization of such evolving system archi-

tectures, families of system models, and multilayered
operating and planning decision solutions to support the

reconfigurable power grids of the future. We view this task

as a problem of designing and operating complex en-

gineering systems by highly unconventional means.

A DECP framework is intended to integrate dynami-

cally the measurements and actuators throughout a large-

scale network system in order to serve the end users

efficiently during normal conditions, and reliably and
securely during extreme conditions. No single method

lends itself to supporting such a framework. Instead,

the envisioned auto-reconfiguration framework draws

on several ideas: 1) making the system more observable

by enhancing and gradually replacing current central-

ized supervisory data acquisition and control systems

(SCADA) with multilayered measurement-communications
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architectures; 2) making the system more controllable by
enabling both end users and the network elements with

actuators, in addition to establishing suppliers as the main

decision makers; 3) programming the logic for dynamic

adjustments of context-dependent performance objectives at

various actuators and industry layers; 4) using the context-

dependent performance objectives to aggregate dynamically

the measurement and control information; and 5) develop-

ing a new generation software architecture for simulating
and eventually implementing items 1) through 4).

Our basic approach rests on two ideas: first, one needs

to introduce a family of models to be embedded at each

(group of) component level to assist its sensors and

actuators convert large amounts of data into relevant

information, and to adjust the logic of the actuators over

broad ranges of conditions. These models must capture

the physical processes in sufficient detail. Their complex-
ity and order vary dynamically as a function of the

objectives for which they are used, and of the type of

sensing and actuation available. These models help

sensors select the key information. In addition, these

models help actuators adjust their performance subobjec-

tives and even regroup their subobjectives with the

subobjectives of other actuators, depending on the overall

system conditions. The second major idea is the system
integration of the (groups of) components by designing an

information-based DECP framework for iterative interac-

tions among groups of components. The major challenge

is how to provide feedback incentives among the groups of

components to aggregate dynamically and decide between

their own subobjectives and the objectives of the entire

system. Novel concepts are needed for interactive model-

supported sensing and decision making at the various
industry layers. This plan should ultimately result in

dynamically reconfigurable portions of the system accord-

ing to their own subobjectives, and with as much

consideration for the objectives of the entire system as

possible. The ultimate result will be the automation of JIT

and JIP electricity service for well-understood perfor-

mance in a complex electric power grid or similar network

infrastructure.
Attempting the above two ideas is far beyond the

current state of the art in large-scale dynamic systems. We

believe that what is needed, instead, are breakthroughs

across modeling, sensing, estimation, control, supporting

software, and communications. All of these areas require a

fresh look prior to efforts to solve the problem at hand. We

briefly explain in the remainder of this section both the

current state-of-the-art and the new approach needed for
each of these areas.

C. Interaction Variables-Based Modeling of Open
Access Dynamic Energy Control Protocols (DECPs)

One possible modeling paradigm rests on the key

observation that each physical component is enabled by its

own embedded model of the environment, sensors,

communications support, and actuators. As such, it could
sense system conditions on-line, and gather this informa-
tion for future decisions concerning the state of the
environment and for decisions to be made in such an
environment. It could ultimately disconnect or reconnect
itself from the environment by either coordinating this
action with others or by simply taking this action by itself.
The model of such an intelligent component depends on
how much communication is available, what is being
sensed, and the performance subobjectives to be met. Each
(group of) components J is characterized by its internal
states x J

LC and the interaction variables y J
LC introduced

earlier in the paper in the context of today’s hierarchical
control. The interaction variables are multidirectional
heterogeneous exchanges between the component and the
rest of the environment and from the environment to the
component. A further generalized notion and mathemat-
ical definition of an interaction variable between a
component and the environment is a generalization of
the interaction variables underlying the hierarchical
modeling of electric power systems. Fundamentally, the
interaction variable between the component J and the
environment is a combination of the internal states of
component J, which can only be affected by direct
interactions with the environment.

An autonomously reconfigurable system of the future is
simply an interconnection of many such (groups of)
components as sketched in Fig. 5. Each component is
characterized by its own internal states and interaction
variables. While each component has its own primary
subobjective, it is frequently grouped with several other
components working toward a common subobjective
within a larger system. Both the grouping rules and the

targets for interactions variables y
J;ref
LC could either be

defined externally, as for example in hierarchically
structured network systems according to network owner-
ships [28], [29], [31]; or they evolve in a bottom-up way
through dynamic exchanges with others, as in the changing
industry [3], [55], [56]. Once established, the aggregated
group of components can be characterized by its internal
states and the interaction variables with the rest of the
environment.

Models of complex interconnected network systems,
such as an electric power grid, must capture both the

natural response of its components to various distur-
bances, but also the effects of the interactions between
individual components and/or aggregated groups of

components. These interactions are often the result of
distributed sensing, estimation, actuation, and decision
making based on these internalized models of the

environment. Depending on how actively the information
is provided and processed to different (groups of)

components, the interactions are more or less predict-
able. In an environment in which there is much
uncertainty, probabilistic models are essential. Interac-

tions among (groups of) components can be captured
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using probabilistic models that define transitional prob-
abilities about the behavior of other groups of components

in the rest of the system [5]. Each (group of) components
makes its own decisions with some confidence, depending
on the level of information exchange with the rest of the

system, the sensing of the system state, the use of prior
knowledge, and the decision making logic for implement-
ing its decisions.

D. Design of Reconfigurable Dynamic Energy
Control Protocols (DECPs)

A fresh look into the architecture of an electric power

network in which any (group of) components becomes an

active decision maker affecting the interactions of the

interconnected system in many novel ways suggests major
complexities and possibilities for hard-to-predict emerg-

ing behavior. At least conceptually, it is impossible in

such a complex environment to preserve today’s hierar-

chical operating or planning practices. As pointed out

earlier, the model of hierarchical decision makers does

not lend itself to a system in which there is much action

at the end user and network levels. Moreover, it is

impossible to rely solely on the asynchronous interactions
of various (groups of) components without any additional

coordination.

One possible paradigm would be to design protocols for

dynamic interactions between such (groups of) compo-

nents, and for dynamic regrouping over time as system

conditions vary. We conjecture that if protocols are model-

based and specified using a modeling approach which

draws on generalized interaction variables between
different layers of the system, it would be possible to

provide coordination for the system as a whole. One first

example of such a protocol for the changing electric power

industry can be found in [40]. Similar to the interplay of

the routing layer and TCPs, a two-level interaction

between the transmission provider and the end users of

electricity was proposed as a possible means of managing

transmission grid congestion through a two-way iterative
interactions process. This example highlights the need for

consistent performance objectives and iterative informa-

tion exchange.

While achievable, the guiding rules for the DECPs

should be designed to induce incentives for internalizing

the interactions with the other members of the environ-

ment [5], [25]. A qualitatively different equilibrium may

be reached through such interactions as groups of
components follow their own subobjectives. The outcomes

depend greatly on the rate and type of information

exchanged. At least in principle, a small DG, such as CHP

plants, could help serve local customers, and could also

reconfigure their connections with the end users to supply

some of them during extreme conditions, while reducing

the consumption of the local end users. The problem is its

integration through incentives. One needs to consider the
design of the incentives for inducing the distributed groups

of decision makers to respond to the needs of the rest of
the system, while attempting its own subobjectives to be

one of the major open research problems of future power

grids. The interaction variables-based modeling combined

with the stochastic decision making under uncertainties

could be used to induce such incentives [25]. Our con-

jecture is that correct information about the others could

serve to provide indirectly these incentives by enabling

the distributed decision makers to model the behavior of
the others with a certain confidence. We already have

preliminary simulations demonstrating that this is an

approach in the right direction [46]. This is not a novel

idea. However, what is very novel is the idea for each

decision maker to sense the type of conditions, select the

simplest model, out of a family of models/data available

at its level, which is sufficiently accurate for represent-

ing interactions with the rest of the system for those
likely conditions, and then adjust its subobjectives given

this information.

Finally, we point out that the notion of heterogeneous

interaction variables offers new possibilities for modeling,

monitoring, and control of coupled technical, economic,

and policy feed-forward and feedback signals. In particu-

lar, the designs of well-behaving evolving electricity mar-

kets require a dynamic view of the interaction variables
[5], [10], [21], [47], [81]. For a detailed mathematical

treatment of distributed decision makers in the changing

electricity industry, see [47].

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In today’s electric power industry there exists a genuine

bias toward ensuring reliability through robust design,
instead of relying on JIT and JIP scheduling and feedback.

This is in part due to the overall overwhelming complexity

of the problem which is at least twofold. More obvious is

the problem of dealing with a high number of decisions

and large networks. The less obvious and often hidden

contributors to complexity are problems related to the

emerging, hard-to-predict behaviors of these systems.

In the past, modeling and control have been pursued
using strong assumptions which help simplify the

complexity related to the sheer size of the problem. These

efforts have been quite successful and form the basis of

today’s SCADA systems and hierarchical control for

normal operations. In order to review the models used

and to assess the assumptions and their contextual use, we

have formalized more complex models and stated the

assumptions leading to the currently used models. In
particular, the class of models for hierarchical automatic

generation control (AGC) in the United States and au-

tomatic voltage control (AVC) in Europe has been

presented, which defined these engineering schemes using

systems control approaches. In the later parts of this paper

we have returned to the second class of complexities

related to emerging behaviors in electric power systems
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when they are operated outside of the normal operating
regions; this can occur either during abnormal technical

conditions caused by large equipment failures, or as a

result of changing the decision making from hierarchical to

open-access paradigms of the future.

While the two operating modes, hierarchical and open

access, are qualitatively different in their complexity, we

approach both paradigms by recognizing the underlying

structures in these systems. We suggest that much
depends on the dynamics, monitoring, and control of

the interaction variables between different levels of the

system, be it hierarchical or open access. Ultimately, a

context-dependent dynamic aggregation could be arranged

to induce the desired behavior of the interaction variables.

In the hierarchical paradigm the monitoring and control

structure is for fixed performance objectives. These are

attempted through a design which supports the necessary
assumptions. The evolving open-access future paradigm

allows for a truly dynamic interplay between performance

objectives, sensing, monitoring, control, and coordination.

Finally, the open-access paradigm is probabilistic in its

basic nature. Its success depends on aligning uncertainties

with the right industry levels and on the adequate

management of interactions under uncertainties. Moni-
toring and control design play fundamental roles in how

these uncertainties are aligned to provide the right

incentives.

It is essential for academia to work closely with its

industry partners, and to begin transforming both the

backbone and local distribution electric power networks

into future systems equipped with sufficient intelligence to

sense what is most relevant, to convey this information to
actuators for adjusting their performance objectives and

logic, and/or to combine it further with the objectives of

other actuators. We view these as the basic requirements

for engineering electricity services of the future. The

ultimate aim is to introduce model-based decision logic at

the various layers of the distribution systems, and to

simulate the performance of future automated distribution

grids with options to choose between distributed gener-
ation, price responsive demand, and dynamic islanding of

customers with special needs, a system capable of

responding to attacks on both hardware and software.

The vision is to demonstrate that an electric power grid can

be both efficient and robust if and only if it dynamically

adjusts to changes. h
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